Rotational
OMA+ODS

• 2-32+ synchron channels
• Frequency range 0-20
kHz

• 20 bit resolution
• ±10mV - ±10V in
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1, 2, 5 steps

• IEPE, AC/DC
• Time Recording,
Offline Analysis

• Vibration Monitoring
• Sensor data base
• Tacho signal with
1 Peak/Revolution

• Signal transmission by
telemetry or slip rings or
WLAN-DAQ

• Geometry Editor

Abstract
The Rotational ODS+OMA is a Soft- and Hardware solution to determine the modal
values (natural frequencies, damping and mode shapes) of rotating parts under operating conditions. Required for the measurements are one or more vibration transducers that rotate with the shaft and a high precision phase related speed signal.
The transfer of the vibration signals can either be done by telemetry or slip rings.
The identification of the modal values is processed by the Operational Modal Analysis Software (OMA) named ARTeMIS Extractor. Non rotating measurements points
can also be considered in the identification of modal values.
MAUL-THEET also offers autonomous small data acquisition that rotates with the
shaft for big systems at low speed.

• Tacho signal validation
• vModalODS, ATeMIS
Extractor

• Windows XP, Windows 7

Application

Areas

•

Brake Discs

•

•

Wind Mills

•

Labor

•

Diesel Engines

•

Test Cells

•
•

Turbines

•

Balancing machines

•

Ship Tansmissions

•

Ship Propeller

Test Benches

Industrial Fans
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Rotational OMA + ODS
The Rotational OMA+ODS System is

especially

designed and developed to do structural testing of
rotating parts while running. Next to the classic
operation deflection shape method (ODS) it‘s now
possible to evaluate the modal values (natural frequencies, damping and mode shapes) by using
operational modal analysis algorithms (OMA). The
vibration measurements are done by transducers
which are mounted on the rotating shaft. As the
rotational movement is measured by a tacho probe,
the position of the rotating transducers can be calculated at any time. Knowing the actual transducer
position allows to generate signal blocks for predefined angle positions. This signal blocks can be
transferred to ODS calculations in vModalODS or to
use the OMA software
ARTeMIS Extractor to
identify the modal
values.
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Software
The data acquisition
X

is accomplished by the
vAnalyzer. As the
quality of the analysis rises with measurement
time, measurements are preferably done in „record
mode“, as in this case the measurement time is
only restricted by the disk drive space of the PC.
The data acquisition system records the signal of
the rotating transducers, the reference transducer
and other signals of non rotating transducers. Also
the speed signal (Peak/Revolution) is recorded on
one channel. Using reference channels allows to
make the measurements sequentially. For sure this
require stable working conditions. The presentation
of the vibration shapes calculated by ODS or OMA
is showed by animated wire frame models existing
of points, lines and surfaces.

Y
Z

Generation of wire frame
models
The generation of the wire frame model

of the

rotating shafts and therefore rotational symmetric
parts is progressed by Rotational mostly automatically. As base for the model generation the definition of the cross section is used. The cross section
is defined by points and their coordinates and lines
to connect. If the number of equidistant points
along the circle is known the generation of a 3Dmodel of the rotating part is calculated automatically. The generated rotational model is saved in
vModal-Format, but can be exported in ASCII– or
UFF-Format at any time.
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into frequency domain by FFT. As the transducers
rotates around their own axis during one revolution
it is necessary to rotate the signal in the global
cartesian coordinate system by a coordinate transformation. As in classic ODS algorithms Auto– und
Cross spectra can be averaged. From the calculated
transmissibilities the vibration shapes (ODS) can be
calculated by peak-picking of interesting frequencies an show as animated wire frame model in the
animation module. For Objects with a slight deviation of speed during on revolution, which leads to
small frequency shifts, can be analysed by performing calculations for a predefined narrow frequency
band.

Next to the calculation and animation of vibration
shapes Rotational ODS offers additional useful tools
and displays:

In a next step the assignment between measurement channel of the DAQ and the degree of freedom of the rotational model must be setup. For any
analysis it is necessary that it is known which channel in which measurement belongs to which point
in the cross section and the according measurement direction. This must also be available for the
reference channels and other channels of non rotating points. With Rotational OMA 6 reference
channels can be used in total. For the analysis it is
furthermore necessary to define the channel with
the tacho signal. This signal is used to determine
the actual position of the rotating transducers. To
the phase related information the tacho signal
should show one peak per revolution. This signal
will automatically be calibrated and the angle position of the shaft is calculated for each sample of
the time series.

•
•
•
•
•

Polar plot Amplitude vs. Rotation Angle
Amplitude Ration vs. Rotation Angle
Frequency vs. Rotation Angle
Phase vs. Rotation Angle
Waterfall– and contour plots

ACC

Rot Angle

Frequency

Waterfall for out plane vibration for one revolution

Rotational ODS
By the given circle division of the wireframe model
time blocks with defined size can be extracted for
each transducer position. Multiple block sizes are
available. This blocks can be weighted by FFTWindows like f.e. Hanning and than be transformed
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Typical stabilization diagram for modal values

Rotational OMA
The Rotational OMA Module can generate complete data sets for the operational modal analysis
software ARTeMIS Extractor, again under the assumption that channel assignment is known. This
data sets contains:
• Wire frame model geometry by points, lines and
surfaces,
• The channel assignment for each measurement,
• The vibration data as time series.
This data sets can directly be transferred to the
ARTeMIS Extractor.
By the Data Organizer in ARTeMIS Extractor it is
possible the check the transferred data at any time.

For the estimation of the modal values all known
algorithms offered by ARTeMIS Extractor are available:

Modal values of non linear
systems!
Modal values of linear vibrating systems are system properties and therefore independent from the
excitation level or operating conditions. Most technical objects show non linear behaviour, so it is not
possible to determine the modal values or at least
the quality is very poor as the values are related to
defined excitation levels.
For the first time Rotational OMA it is now possible
to identify the modal values of a non linear system
dependent on operating parameters. Examination
on brake discs have shown that with Rotational
OMA the influence of pressure in the brake calliper
on the modal values natural frequency and damping can simply be evaluated. By using the automatic analysis tools of ARTeMIS Extractor the modal
values of the brake system can be shown as function of brake pressure.

• FDD (Frequency Domain Decomposition),
• EFDD(Enhanced FDD),
• SSI (Stochastic Subspace Identification).
The calculated modal values can be listed charts
and mode shapes can be animated by an extensive
animation module.
In addition to that ARTeMIS Extractor offers various
tools to validate the modal data:

Natural frequencies

Damping

• Overlay of mode shapes,
• Stabilization plots,
• Modal Assurance Criteria (MAC).
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Product developement in Ciooperation with Continental Teves AG, Hydraulic Brake Systems, Frankfurt, Germany

SPECIFIKATIONS
Frontend

Extern by USB or PC-internal

No. of channels

2-32+ synchronous sampling

Input

20 bit, ±10mV - ±10V, in 1,2,5 steps

Coupling

ICP, AC/DC

Generator

1-8 Generatoren, Sinus, Random , Sweep, Step, …

Frequency range

0-20 kHz

Frequency resolution

50-6400 Lines

FFT-Analyse

Auto, Cross, FRF (H1,2,3), Coherence, RMS, …

Time-Recorder

Troughput to hard disk, RMS, triggered

Speed

Optical, inductive, 1 Peak per revolution

Vibration signals

Triax-accelerometer

Data transfer

Telemetry, slip rings or WLAN

Operating system

Windows XP, Windows 7

Software

vModal
vAnalyzer
ARTeMIS Extractor
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